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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2310 Daisy Farm Acropolis Dr. Legana Hare: Derbs

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2310 “40 Years of LH3 Celebration Run”

Forty years of LH3 Hashing, 2309 runs after the original run at Legana in February 1978 we are back in the Legana
precinct at Daisy’s Farm for run 2310. Five Young men formed LH3 the late Ian Campbell [Cambo], Dick Leake
[Dripping Dick Leake,] Wayne Holt [Holty], Rex Viney and Neil Derbyshire [Derbs].
Derbs is the only one still active in the club and has set todays run with a bit of help from Bendover, Fingers, Sheila
and Bugsy. The one O’clock run as been put back to Ten Past Two was that to wait for a couple of late cummers [ I
don’t think so]. ON ON calls Derbs there is drink Stop head out the road to the first gate runners go straight ahead
Walkers turn left at the gate. The runners trail head up the farm Rd. towards the shearing shed then turns left into
the old quarry Rd. A couple of checks and a few loops through the bush brings the runners back on the farm Rd. not
far from where the walkers turned left at the gate. The runners now follow the walkers trail which follows the fence
line to the tree plantation on the western Edge of Daisy’s farm. The trail heads south circling the cleared paddocks
does a loop around the eastern edge of the dam where our lead runner Mr Sheen catches the front group of walkers. 5oo metres through another paddock brings the trail to the drink stop which has been organised by Hash Pash
his brown four wheel drive loaded with beer bubbly and food is a welcome sight as the weather has warmed up. An
hour passes Magpie has drunk all the bubbly most of the food has gone there are enough cans of beer left for a few
travellers for the trip back to the camp site. Derbs calls ON ON its time to move on. Most walk back to the camp site
which is only about 400metres away

ON ON
Where has forty years gone it only seems like yesterday that Derbs was enlisting troops to join the organisation called Hash Hash Harriers most said why would we want to go running, this was the usual reply until they were told beer was involved. Hundreds of Hashers have come and gone over the last forty years in
Launceston. 2309 runs have passed. A few dedicated Hasher have spent the last few weekends at Daisy’s
farm preparing the site for tonight’s celebrations. A few have even sacrificed their liberty this Friday to
camp on site in the pouring rain to make sure the beer is pouring to perfection not to mention the toilets
are working as well as the fire pots. It must have taken some testing two tons of firewood were consumed
and near a barrel of light beer vanished. As Scary said someone had to do it. Getting back to Saturday the
run is over and done with. The caterers have arrived the band has been set up on the tray of the Boags
300 horse power Scania truck. The T shirts have arrived and been handed out the beer is going down well.
Derb’s heads back to the pub for more bubbly but miss-calculates and Grizzly has to make an emergency
trip to the local later in the evening to avert a revolt. The caterers bring out the first course of finger food
around 6:30 Pm Tyles certainly has picked the best caterers in the state, pastries, spring rolls, seafood savouries, just to name a few. More drinking and the ON DOWNS are done and dusted just as the main
course arrives more varieties of meat you can poke a stick at as well as baked spuds and vegetables. More
food than a Hasher even tag could possibly e eat in one sitting. The band arrives at about 8:00 pm and
plays well past 1:00 Am. The last revellers hit the sack at around 4:00 Am. Our theme this weekend was
Hill Billies it never ceases to amaze where Hashers dig up their costumes the judges decide that Jed
Clampet A.K.A Goblet and Elly May A.K.A Magpie were the best dressed with an honourable mention to
Urang but Jed was disqualified as he did not camp the night which left Jethro clampet A.K.A Fingers pick
up the honours. Another successful event bought to you by LH3. An event can only be successful if it is
well organised and people attend. Thanks to all those from LH3 that have spent long hours over the last
months organising things also thanks for the visitors from around the state who have travelled to Legana
as well as the few Hasher who have come out of retirement for a run/ walk a few beers and to tell tales
about their time in LH3
ON ON
Bugsy

On Downs:
Blakey: Turning the Metro bus right ignoring the no right turn sign
Wichita and Mr Sheen: Front runners
Derbs: Felled a wattle tree which fell on his car denting the bonnet and five trips
to Dan Murphy’s for champagne
Daisy and Annie: Our Hosts
Watto: Old new runner.
Magpie: Moaning we are out of champagne
Dunnoim and Mrs Dunnoim: Newly weds
Bugsy: Getting lost with Derbs setting the run
Tagg: Travelling the most distance to get to the LH3 40 years celebration run
Tyles: Designing the T-Shirts

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle
Inlet: Obsolete tape recorder cleaning kit
Dunnoim: Pack 2017 Christmas cards
Sheila: Pellows stubby holder
Magpie: Can engine degreaser
Rickshaw: stubbie bag
Daisy: Drink bottle
Bastard: Porn video
Dunnoim: Stanley knife
Hash Pash: Beer mug
Tyles: Six pack Boags
Blakey: Bottle leg opener
Janelle: Six pack Boags
Tyles: Bottle leg opener
Inlet: Six pack Boags
Sheep Dip: Sheep skin car seat cover.
Sheep Dip: Bottle Captain Morgan Rum
Kuzza: Bottle Captain Morgan rum

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Derbs Elly May says
we are out of Bubbly
Again

Tell Elly May to
drink beer we
have 30 Gallons
left

